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(17) H/P + B — rB —T dY

Here 6 l government purchases, T is taxes, and B is the itoc o{

indexed bonds. We assume that the primary (non—interest) deficit is i

constant proportion, d, D{ output.

Denoting by b B/V the ratio of bonds to output, and by

v = V/V the ratio of wealth to income, the wealth constraint is's

(18) v b + h

The demand function for real balances is assumed to be:

(19) hv.exp(—(4r))

with the demand function for bonds implied by (18) and (19).

ssuinng exogenous output and no investment, goods market

equilibrium obtains when

(20) V = c(r)V—cT 4 6

where consumption is assumed to be an increasing function of marketable

wealth (VI, a decreasing function of the interest rate (c (r) < 0), and

a decreasing function of taes,2'

We assume that government bonds are regarded as net with, and omit the
analysis of the Ricardian equivalence case.
1The assumption c(r) <0 is consistent with the results that would be
obtained if consumption were explicitly a function of permanent income
which, with income exogenous, is a declining function of the real interest
rite.
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Goods market equilibrium therefore implies the value of wealth

v (1#c1t—g)/c(r) v(r,g,t)

Here t and g are ratios of upper case letters to

is determined by the requirement of goods market

exogenous level of output: for instance1 because

reduces demand, wealth has to increase to restore equilibrium.ao

specialize (211 by assuming2'

(21) v = (1+c,t—ghr

The government budget constraint can be rewritten a s 27

(17) 8h + b 4 nb d + rb

In steady state, b 0, (4 1! + n, and ii The steady state budget

constraint is thus
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there is a Lucas supply curve, then
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analysis that follows would be affec
2tThe constant elasticity form of c(
imply that wealth would be zero at a
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on would appear
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will
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e steady state results of

Suppose first that the

Finally, the central bank could keep the ronal iriteret rate

constant. Ihus steady states lie along the line with slope o —4° on

which (,T+r) is constant. In Figure 4, there is only one possible

equilibrium with a constant nominal interest rate, at point E. That

result certainly holds for = Q,6 i.e. when wealth is constant, and

-A; in the money—only model, the deficit may be too large to be {inaced at

all.ln this model, in which the demand for money is proportional to wealth,
that policy require; the ratio h/b to be constant,
'With i fixed at i*, the steady state overriment budget coristrrit is
d Ci* exp(—i*)#n—r]v which is satisfied at a unique value of r for
constant v. The po;sibility of multiple equilibria ever with fixed i
from the property v'(r)>O,

and the
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1.

The results of this piper reinforce the view that avoidance of

unbalanced budgets can play a major role in maintaining macroeconomic

stability.
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